Case Study

HP & Agilent Education Program

.

Challenge: Shifting from a vendor to a partner to win a key market
Background
When Bill and Dave first started Hewlett Packard, they
created a strong brand relationship with calculators and
Education. As Dave aged, no one stepped up to take his
place as HP’s ambassador to education. A visionary
engineer Marsh Faber and I discussed the value HP
could have for engineers-in-training and how earned
regard could benefit HP and soon Agilent, as that earned
preference to tools and company continued well beyond
their education.
Assessments
We shared our idea to sell in to education yet unanimously,
the entire sales force cautioned us to stay away as it was a
long sales process and ultimately a low cost buying
decision. No way could we win. There was a lot of
conventional truth to that but we did not want to give up
easily. We got permission from our VP in HP to go out and
talk to universities. I convened a team and we went off in
smaller teams to speak to several universities administrators, professors and students. Administrators
wanted to see their schools ranking go up. Professors
wore 8 hats so time stretched and also wanting newer
experiments, lessons, train the assistant tools. Students
wanted assurance what they were learning and tools used
would help their education to be viable career-wise.
Strategy:
We determined we had the basis to shift Agilent from
being a vendor, to being a partner.
Rather than us trying to launch this as a global program
from our ideas only, I brought in innovation consultant Alex
Pattakos to help us gather international partner ideas so as
to create a more inclusive vision and buy in. That was
critical. That was also a huge success. We also created an
education advisory board to encourage and stay on top of
ongoing insights.
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“Thanks for recognizing the strategic
value of education to HP and Agilent
and figuring out how to earn their
trust”. HP CEO Dave Packard
www.educatorscorner.com was born and
offered experiments, teaching tools, and a
lot more. My first PR was to celebrate
Drexel University turning its engineering
program around. No mention of HP. Nine
other universities saw the PR and visited
Drexel personally. They heard from Drexel
what a great partner HP was. All nine
purchased complete computer labs. That set
up a wave of other large purchases.
We also won support to help fund the Email
Tele-mentoring program to show social
responsibility as HP engineers globally
helped youth struggling in English, math and
science.
Results
1. Results After just 12 months the Agilent
program garnered $100 million in
reference sales from happy customers.
By year three Agilent alone reached
$300M in annual sales. The value to HP,
and then Agilent, included revenue
growth yet went beyond as credibility and
customer championing of our brand was
priceless. We see a far larger opportunity
today to strengthen the bridge between
education and industry, so hope to
pursue that soon.
2. The PR created for both Agilent’s and
HP’s Education program was a key
contributor to the 65% of all global PR
coverage over a 3 year period as
assessed by Carma…a $350M value.

www.educatorscorner.com
Initial Educators Corner web site.
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